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Listen to 15 hours of audio on 12 CDs, and use the accompanying booklet as a reference and

revision tool. As Paul's two students progress, you progress alongside them. A native speaking

French expert helps Paul to deliver the course and to perfect your pronunciation.
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First released onto the market 2 years ago, Paul's courses have met with huge success:Review of

Paul Noble Method by The City Magazine:"Relaxing and listening to the CDs, I found that I seemed

to absorb the phrases taught, without even consciously trying, and quickly felt confident enough to

play around with the different components and make my own sentences."Reviews by 

customers:"This is the most remarkable language course imaginable. I've tried several courses but

this is on another planet. It is amazing!!!""Paul Noble has a very relaxing and informal style to his

teaching... I can already tell that my spoken French has improved permanently.""At last, an easy

way to learn a language! Easy to understand plus an easy one to pop into the car CD player and

use on the move, so no more 'I haven't the time...'""The language is explained in a simple way and

the teacher doesn't use complex grammar terms... For me, though, the absolute best thing about it

is that it has allowed me to speak in full, proper sentences in French... A fantastic course and a well

deserved 5 stars!""I am pleased to report that this is really good fun to use because as you listen

you are encouraged to CREATE VOCABULARY AND PHRASES FOR YOURSELF out of the bits

of structure that you are picking up. Not only is it a completely non-threatening process but it is also



entertaining in itself.""For those who love languages but struggle to learn them this is a wonderful

resource."

Who is Paul Noble?Paul Noble is a genius, yet he still left school unable to speak a language - he

found that the traditional learning methods left him feeling `confused, incapable and unable to really

say anything'. Determined that there must be a better way to learn, Paul spent years devising his

own unique method of learning languages which cuts out all of the grammar, all of the rote learning,

and all of the stress. He began using his method to teach in his Language Institute and, hundreds of

students later, he prides himself on never having had a student fail.

Loved this course. Very clear, easy to listen to, and really makes it easy to learn. Thru repetition and

coverage of many words, phrases and French grammar, I feel my comprehension and ability to

create sentences were greatly enhanced. Let alone my confidence. Looking for sequel? Thanks a

lot! David,Sydney

Slow and methodical... I took four years of junior high and high school French 45 years ago and

have tried other methods to revive what I learned back then. Although I'm only halfway through the

set, they seem to be doing the trick.

I love this box set. Paul Noble provides tips and explanations on the language that are so helpful

and easy to remember. I wish I had purchased this a year ago! It would have made learning French

much easier.

This is ok. I listen in the car. There is much repetition which is good. It is difficult to understand the

words at times.

Best way I have found to learn french.

Terrific! I love being able to learn at my own pace and I don't need the internet! Good job Paul

Noble!

listen to the CD's in the car, French is starting to make some sense,. Some of the phrases and

words are just a little strange, Been to France twice and never would need the word for sunstroke.



Other than a few other words like that it was fine

This is one of the best CDs I've used to learn a language. Paul Noble is a wonderful instructor and

really explains the nuances of the language. His teaching technique really worked for me. I would

highly recommend this course.
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